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ABSTRACT
A Hug for Humanity: Metamodernism and Masculinity on Television in Ted Lasso
Kennedy Lesley Koford
Department of Theatre and Media Arts, BYU
Master of Arts
The Apple TV+ sports comedy Ted Lasso has been a hit among fans, who flock to the
show and its positive messages. The show offers a refreshing tone, one that promotes positivity
and optimism even when faced with the reality of a cynical world. By using the analytical
perspective of metamodernism to understand its popularity, scholars and fans alike can gain a
deeper understanding of core message of the show, which mimics the oscillation between the
cynical and the sincere. Fundamental scholars in the emerging study of metamodernism, such as
Robin Van Den Akker, Timotheus Vermeulen, and Alison Gibbons will be examined further in
this paper to define metamodernism and see how it can be used to gain deeper meaning from Ted
Lasso. Metamodernism will then be used to further examine how masculinity operates within the
show. Scholars Robert Hanke, Lynn C. Spangler, and Amanda D. Lotz will be used to establish
the scholarship that already surrounds the subject of men in television. Ted Lasso showcases
competing notions of masculinity in a balance that will be called the “metamodern masculine” in
this paper. This masculinity mimics the traits seen within metamodernism and represents a
progressive masculinity, one that balances the hegemonic and new masculinities discussed by the
scholars. The themes of the show, when examined using metamodernism, point to a hopeful
future, falling in line with a pattern of emerging media and speaking to a need for hope among
audiences and society.

Keywords: Ted Lasso, television, metamodernism, masculinity, sincerity, cynicism, hope,
nicecore, gender
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INTRODUCTION
The show is a massive hug. A hug to people, to humanity… there is something about our
show that reminds everyone you don’t have to be cutting to be funny. You can be warm
and kind and giving and supportive and accepting and funny.1
In her 60 Minutes interview, actor Hannah Waddingham shared some goals that have driven the
production of the hit television comedy Ted Lasso. The popular Apple TV+ show advocates for
audiences to turn away from the cynicism that has become a mainstream attitude in society and
instead hold tight to hope in life, people, and the future. It encourages kindness and empathy in
its viewers, proposing humankind treat each other with a little more love and curiosity, as
opposed to approaching others with judgment.
The show centers on a fish-out-of-water football coach who, when faced with challenges,
approaches them with optimism and kindness. Winning seven Emmy awards in 2021, the series
made history as the most nominated freshman comedy to date. Ted Lasso has struck a chord with
audiences around the world, primarily because of its kind-hearted lead at the center of the story.2
This show hit the screens amid the COVID-19 pandemic, when people were trapped at home, in
many cases seeking an escape from the heaviness that so many felt during that time. Ted Lasso
portrayed authentic positivity and kindness, a positive escape for individuals and families living
through an isolating and confusing period of history.

1 Hannah Waddingham, “The Improbably Tale of Ted Lasso,” interview by Norah O’Donnell, July 10, 2022, video,

13, https://www.paramountplus.com/shows/video/7i28uU_QprC1350elbiKE0LRKu2CsMez/

2 Apple, “Apple’s global hit comedy series “Ted Lasso” scores history-making win for Outstanding Comedy Series

at the 2021 Primetime Emmy Awards”, September 19, 2021, https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2021/09/applesglobal-hit-comedy-series-ted-lasso-sweeps-the-2021-primetime-emmy-awards-scoring-history-making-win-foroutstanding-comedyseries/#:~:text=Apple's%20global%20hit%20comedy%20series,the%202021%20Primetime%20Emmy%20Awards
&text=%E2%80%9CTed%20Lasso%E2%80%9D%20was%20honored%20with,73rd%20Annual%20Primetime%2
0Emmy%20Awards.
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From the first episode, Ted faces challenges, including the scrutiny of a whole country and
the ridicule of those around him. This opposition is something many viewers of the show were
also feeling at the time, making the show immediately relatable. The characters, with their messy
lives and complex emotions, are relatable too. The club owner, Rebecca, initially hires Ted in a
vengeful attempt to get back at her ex-husband, but eventually ends up being not only Lasso’s
friend but also his most loyal colleague. Club players Roy Kent, the very embodiment of anger,
and the narcissistic Jamie Tartt both test Ted in their own ways. Yet Ted’s persistent, positive
attitude eventually wins both the respect of Jamie and the friendship of Roy. Ted befriends Nate,
the team equipment manager, and eventually helps him become an assistant coach. But at the
conclusion of the second season, Nate betrays Ted, leaking information about his panic attacks to
the press before angrily quitting his position to coach for a rival club. Rather than covering up his
mental health struggles or seeking retribution on Nate, Ted uses the opportunity to set an
example for his team, saying “every choice is a chance, fellas. And I didn’t give myself a chance
to build further trust with y’all.”3 Ted’s choice to forgive Nate, to demonstrate vulnerability, and
to build trust among his players is just one example of how Ted models kindness and empathy
rather than contempt.
Cast members have labeled the positive life perspective displayed by Ted throughout the
series as “The Ted Lasso Way” because it embodies the core themes of the show. For example,
during a moment in which Ted faces-off against an antagonist in a game of darts, Ted shares how
throughout most of his life, people were quick to judge before getting to know him. During this
exchange, Ted shares what has become one of the show's most quoted lines: “Be curious, not

3 Ted

Lasso. season 2, episode 12, “Inverting the Pyramid of Success,” directed by Declan Lowney, aired October 8,
2021, on Apple TV+, (Apple TV, 2021).
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judgmental.”4 This simple quote began as one of the show’s slogans, but became a type of
mantra for fans, appearing on t-shirts and mugs in Etsy shops. Worldwide, fans have turned to
social media to share photos of the iconic Ted Lasso “Believe” banner. It hangs everywhere from
dorm and locker rooms to office spaces. The biscuits that Ted makes for Rebecca have become a
trending recipe, and many fans have shared their own stories of bringing “Ted’s biscuits” to their
employers. This is evidence of the small ways in which audiences are adopting Ted’s attitude of
kindness and curiosity.
The overwhelming popularity of the show
has even garnered the attention of big
corporations and governmental entities. Recently,
Nike announced they would sponsor the fictitious
Greyhounds in the upcoming season of Ted
Lasso. They posted on Twitter “Never Done
Believing,” an ode to the Greyhounds’ iconic
“Believe” sign.5 The tweet quickly went viral,
Figure 1: Nike “Never Done Believing” Tweet

with fans demanding the opportunity to purchase Nike’s Greyhounds jerseys for themselves in
order to support their favorite team. As an April Fool’s joke in 2021, Ted Lasso was named
Kansas Coach of the Year.6 Kansas Governor, Laura Kelly, praised the fictional character in her
speech:

4 Ted

Lasso. season 1, episode 8, “The Diamond Dogs,” directed by Declan Lowney, aired September 18, 2020, on
Apple TV+, (Apple TV, 2020).
5 Nike (@Nike), “Never Done Believing. @Afcrichmond @Tedlasso,” Twitter, March 7, 2022, 9AM,
https://twitter.com/Nike/status/1500864007800037382.
6 Noah Taborda, “Ted Lasso completes shocking upset to receive Kansas Coach of the Year award,” Kansas
Reflector, April 1, 2021. https://kansasreflector.com/2021/04/01/ted-lasso-completes-shocking-upset-to-receivekansas-coach-of-the-year-award/ (accessed April 2, 2022).
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Coach Lasso’s optimism in the face of adversity, his commitment to teamwork and his
efforts to find empathy for and common ground with everyone he crosses paths represent
what it means to be ‘Kansas nice.’7
When corporations and even local governments choose to associate themselves with Ted Lasso,
they are not just showing their support for a television show. Instead, they are tapping into an
enthusiasm that, at least in part, can be attributed to the values displayed within the series.

A relatively new analytical perspective called metamodernism allows one to better
understand the appeal of Ted Lasso and the positive perspective on human relationships that the
show employs. Metamodernism is a philosophical perspective that emphasizes the “oscillation
between the cynical and the sincere,”8 both informing the creation of media texts and offering a
helpful way to analyze media culture. Ted Lasso lends itself to a metamodernist analysis, in that
the series reflects this balance of sincerity and irony and has tapped into audiences’ need to
express hope in an otherwise cynical world. Additionally, metamodernism can be used as a lens
to analyze how Ted Lasso is breaking new ground in subjects such as the representation of
masculinity. Ted Lasso acknowledges the constructs of traditionally defined masculinity while
also commenting on (and sometimes subverting) these conventions. This article uses
metamodernism as an analytical framework both to explore how Ted Lasso’s popularity might be
attributed to its unique and impactful tone—one that conveys sincerity and hope amid
cynicism—and to examine how metamodernism informs the show’s depictions of competing
notions of masculinity, including the emergence of the “metamodern masculine.”

7

Noah Taborda, “Ted Lasso completes shocking upset to receive Kansas Coach of the Year award,” Kansas
Reflector, April 1, 2021. https://kansasreflector.com/2021/04/01/ted-lasso-completes-shocking-upset-to-receivekansas-coach-of-the-year-award/ (accessed April 2, 2022).
8 Robin Van Den Akker and Timotheus Vermeulen, “Notes on Metamodernism,” Journal of Aesthetics & Culture,
2, no. 1 (2010), 10.3402/jac.v2i0.5677 (accessed August 2021).
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ENTERING THE AGE OF METAMODERNISM
The term metamodernism was coined by cultural scholars Robin van den Akker and
Timotheus Vermeulen as a replacement for “post-postmodernism” in a 2010 essay titled “Notes
on Metamodernism.”9 Metamodernism is one of a few terms used to describe an emerging
perspective within philosophy and the humanities that integrates elements of both the modern
and the postmodern.10 In the essay, the authors note a shift in attitudes, among both scholars and
the broader public, away from skepticism and irony (staples of the postmodern) to themes of
hope, vulnerability, and human connection. This shift in interest reveals the public’s desire to
believe in something, rather than remaining skeptical of everything.
Scholars Baciu et al. clarify that metamodernism should not be seen as a correction to
postmodernism; instead, it acts in an “attempt to unify, to harmonize and to settle the conflict
between modern and postmodern by supporting the involvement in seeking solutions to
problems… a positive, meditative, reflective, logical, active, and proactive thinking.”11 This
harmony takes the form of a type of oscillation between the “cynical” and the “sincere.”
Journalist James Poniewozik writes:
Irony and sincerity are themselves not enemy parties. They’re simply tools of art, used to
achieve the same end from different angles: to evoke emotion, to test what it means to be
human, to play ideas and to get people to see things with new eyes. One tool chisels, the
other smooths; each does something the other can’t.12

9 Akker and Vermeulen, “Notes on Metamodernism.”
10

Ibid.

11 Ciprian Baciu, Corina Baciu-Urzică and Muşata Bocoş, “Metamodernism – A Conceptual Foundation,” Procedia

- Social and Behavioral Sciences, 209, (2015), 33-38. https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2015.11.226 (accessed
October 2021).
12 James Poniewozik, “How TV Went from David Brent to Ted Lasso,” The New York Times, September 17, 2021.
July 26, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/26/arts/television/ted-lasso-theoffice.html?campaign_id=20&emc=edit_wg_20210726&instance_id=36288&nl=watching&regi_id=141985950&se
gment_id=64472&te=1&user_id=81771f3811d15323b36810b41f02ad04. (accessed July 26, 2021).
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Thus, the strengths of metamodernism (as a perspective that informs both the creation of culture
and its analysis) lie in the tradition’s interest in finding a balance between these different
perspectives.
While metamodernism has been used to engage with various disciplines, its application in
media helps viewers and scholars make sense of the mix of the cynical and the sincere that is
present in many contemporary works. Luke Turner addresses how metamodernism is especially
effective in helping us interpret modern media culture.
Ours is a generation raised in the ‘80s and ‘90s, on a diet of The Simpsons and South
Park, for whom postmodern irony and cynicism is a default setting, something ingrained
in us. However, despite, or rather because of this, a yearning for meaning—for sincere
and constructive progression and expression—has come to shape today’s dominant
cultural mode. Whereas postmodernism was characterized by deconstruction, irony,
pastiche, relativism, nihilism, and the rejection of grand narratives (to caricature it
somewhat), the discourse surrounding metamodernism engages with the resurgence of
sincerity, hope, romanticism, affect, and the potential for grand narratives and universal
truths, whilst not forfeiting all that we’ve learnt from postmodernism.13
Thus, metamodernism aims to engage with the past, acknowledging the inevitability of
skepticism while simultaneously imagining a hopeful future.14 What results from this is the
concept of a character who is reaching for an unattainable future, what van den Akker and
Vermeulen describe as committing “to an impossible possibility.”15 The character of Ted Lasso
exemplifies this attitude, aspiring to treat others with kindness despite existing in a flawed and
cynical world.
Scholars have noted that among the characteristics of metamodern texts are a tendency
toward comedy, which lends itself more to qualities of lightheartedness, eccentricity, and

13

Luke Turner, “Metamodernism: A Brief Introduction,” Notes on Metamodernism, January 12, 2015.
http://www.metamodernism.com/2015/01/12/metamodernism-a-brief-introduction/ (accessed August 13, 2021).
14 Akker and Vermeulen, “Notes on Metamodernism.”
15

Ibid.
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specifically, quirkiness. Scholar James MacDowell defines quirky in the world of the
metamodern as a:
Combination of the melodramatic with the comedic; a mixing of comic styles such as
bathetic deadpan, comedy-of-embarrassment and slapstick; a visual and aural style that
frequently courts a fastidious and simplified sense of artificiality; and a thematic interest in
childhood and ‘innocence.’ Most pervasive, however, is a tone that balances ironic
detachment from, and sincere engagement with, films’ fictional worlds and their characters.16
Within this definition we see the fluctuation between ironic and sincere engagement with the
world, in addition to different modes of storytelling (melodramatic, comedic, etc.) and comedy
(deadpan, slapstick, etc.).
Alternating between different storytelling modes, philosophical perspectives, and
comedic moments, metamodernist texts prompt reflection among the audience. For example, the
juxtaposition between the relentlessly optimistic Ted and cynical Roy creates humor, while
simultaneously giving audiences an opportunity to both reflect on, and consider an alternative to,
cynicism. The contrast between the two men is highlighted in detail in Season 1 Episode 3. Ted
is subtly trying to get Roy to improve as the team captain and set a better example for the other
players. To do so, Ted gives Roy the book A Wrinkle in Time, which is (in Ted’s words) “about a
young girl's struggle with the burden of leadership as she journeys through space.”17 Roy asks
incredulously, “Am I supposed to be the little girl?” To which Ted responds, “I’d like you to
be.”18 Roy storms off annoyed, but Ted remains relatively unphased. Despite Roy’s grunts and
growls, his character begins to change, gradually showing the power of optimism. He ends up

16

James MacDowell, “The Metamodern, The Quirky and Film Criticism,” in Metamodernism Historicity, Affect
and Depth after Postmodernism, ed. Robin Van Den Akker, Alison Gibbons, and Timotheus Vermeulen, (London:
Rowman & Littlefield International Ltd, 2017), 29.
17 Ted Lasso. season 1, episode 3, “Trent Crimm: The Independent,” directed by Tom Marshall, aired August 14,
2020, on Apple TV+, (Apple TV, 2020).
18 Ted Lasso. season 1, episode 3, “Trent Crimm: The Independent,” directed by Tom Marshall, aired August 14,
2020, on Apple TV+, (Apple TV, 2020).
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stepping up as a leader, standing up for Nate in the locker room, and (on multiple occasions) is
shown reading the book gifted to him. As audiences watch the interactions between the two men,
they see both optimism and cynicism represented and can weigh the benefits of each perspective.
Because Ted Lasso is a comedic, quirky character, some viewers may question if his
constant optimism is “the right fit for every situation.”19 This question is part of what makes Ted
Lasso a success. That audiences are discussing the series together, sharing with each other their
thoughts on the need for (and consequences of) hope, indicates the show’s achievement in
creating sincere engagement among its audience. James Poniewozik, again comments on
metamodernism in media, writing, “it may just have been time for the pendulum to swing, for
creators to realize that exploring the challenges of being good can be just as interesting as
scooping up the 31 flavors of evil.”20 Metamodernist texts invite audiences to reexamine the
distrustful characteristics of the postmodern and the good/bad dichotomization of the modern, to
make sense of the complexity of the characters on screen (as well as people in the real world).
Alison Gibbons suggests that the objective of metamodern works is seeking out “meaningful
attachments with others'' which involve “ongoing emotional and cognitive effort.”21 Metamodern
works facilitate the creation of relationships between the audience members and characters when
the complexities of a character (including both their positive and negative traits) are displayed.
The complex portrayals of characters in metamodern media invite viewers to reflect on the
question of what it means to be human and, perhaps, reconsider how they engage with media, as
well as the world it’s meant to represent.

19 Poniewozik, “From David Brent to Ted Lasso.”
20

Ibid.

21 Alison Gibbons, “Contemporary Autofiction and Metamodern Affect,” in Metamodernism Historicity, Affect and

Depth after Postmodernism, ed. Robin Van Den Akker, Alison Gibbons, and Timotheus Vermeulen, (London:
Rowman & Littlefield International Ltd, 2017), 117-130.
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TED LASSO AS A METAMODERNIST TEXT
In 2010, American art critic, Jerry Saltz, recognized the emerging style of the
metamodern:
I’m noticing a new approach to artmaking in recent museum and gallery shows… [I]t’s
an attitude that says, I know that the art I’m creating may seem silly, even stupid, or that
it might have been done before, but that doesn’t mean this isn’t serious. At once
knowingly self-conscious about art, unafraid, and unashamed, these young artists not
only see the distinction between earnestness and detachment as artificial; they grasp that
they can be ironic and sincere at the same time, and they are making art from this
compound-complex state of mind.22
When it comes to television, Ted Lasso is one such example of the “compound-complex state of
mind” that Saltz describes.
Fans on Twitter have shared their experience watching the show–how one goes into
watching Ted Lasso expecting a light-hearted comedy, but then experiences a range of different
emotions that they are left to unpack. The ways the characters in Ted Lasso respond to
depression, divorce, abuse, loneliness, death, and doubt directly affect both their development
across the series and their relationships with other characters, giving the audience an opportunity
to reflect on their own selves and relationships. For example, while Rebecca was initially
motivated to hire Ted out of a sense of bitterness towards her ex-husband, the series didn’t allow
her to remain a villain. Instead, she begins to sympathize with Ted, and in turn, the audience
sympathizes with her. Viewers see how Rebecca’s experiences influence her actions and,
additionally, how she chooses to change. While fans may look to Ted Lasso initially for a laugh,
in the end, they witness characters making choices, experiencing the consequences of those
choices, connecting with others, and changing for the better.
22 Jerry Saltz, “Sincerity and Irony Hug it Out,” New York Magazine, May 27, 2010.

https://nymag.com/arts/art/reviews/66277/ (accessed August 2021).
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23

Figure 2: Ted Lasso Duality Tweet

One of the most famous lines from the show comes from Ted himself: “Be curious, not
judgmental.”24 When characters strive to be curious, they are more likely to create “meaningful
attachments with others.”25 The effort to be curious rather than judgmental also corresponds with
metamodernism’s interest in emphasizing hope amidst cynicism. For example, when Ted moves
to London, he is immediately thrown into a hostile situation. People approach him with
skepticism, or in some cases, outright malice. At the beginning of Season 1 Episode 1, when
viewers are first introduced to Ted, he is approached by a young man from England who asks for
a photo with him. The young man proceeds to say “You coaching football, mate! You are a
legend for doing something so stupid! I mean it's mental! They are going to (expletive) murder
23

Ariel (@coachlasso), “Ted Lasso: Emmy Award Winning Comedy Also Ted Lasso:,” Twitter, January 17, 2022,
11:49PM, https://twitter.com/coachIasso/status/1482968348988260354.
24 Ted Lasso, “The Diamond Dogs.”
25

Gibbons, “Contemporary Autofiction,” 117-130.
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you!”26 From the first few minutes of the first episode, viewers are given a taste of the type of
treatment Coach Lasso will be facing.
But instead of resisting or retaliating against those who mistreat him, Ted chooses to seek
a better understanding of those around him. For example, in the second episode of the series, Ted
is getting to know footballer Jamie Tartt, who is dismissive of his new coach. Instead of giving
up on the talented but self-absorbed athlete, Ted meets with Jamie one-on-one, praises his skills,
and gently encourages him to adopt a more team-oriented mentality. Ted even goes so far as to
ask advice from Jamie’s girlfriend Keeley on how best to reach the player. This approach garners
Jamie’s respect, and through Ted’s persistence, Jamie’s character, as well as his relationship to
Ted, begins to change (as will be discussed later in this paper). Whether he is challenged by
disgruntled fans, self-absorbed footballer Jamie, or even the cynical newspaper reporter Trent
Crimm (who initially doubts Ted but is eventually won over), Ted continues to show respect and
understanding to those around him, demonstrating him as a metamodern character committed to
“an impossible possibility.”27
Arguably one of the most powerful moments in the series occurs in Season 1 Episode 9
when Rebecca apologizes to Ted for hiring him in an attempt to exact revenge against her exhusband. In this moment of vulnerability and honesty, when the expected response is for Ted to
express hurt or anger at her confession, he shocks the viewers by choosing to forgive her. She
apologizes and admits that she understands if he wants to quit. But instead, Ted gets up and
simply forgives her. When Rebecca asks why, he replies:
“Divorce is hard. It doesn't matter if you are the one leaving or the one who got left, it
makes folks do crazy things. Hell, I’m coaching soccer for heaven sakes and in London, I
26 Ted

Lasso. season 1, episode 1, “Pilot,” directed by Tom Marshall, aired August 14, 2020, on Apple TV+, (Apple
TV, 2020).
27 Akker and Vermeulen, “Notes on Metamodernism.”
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mean that's nuts. This job you gave me has changed my life. It gave me the distance I
needed to see what was really going on. You and me? We’re ok.”28
Ted then goes on to tell her that he believes they can get through anything together, as long as
they both have love and compassion for each other. Ted approaches this situation, which could
have become a source of conflict and mistrust, with the spirit of understanding, applying his own
experiences as a way to demonstrate compassion for Rebecca. Through this interaction, Rebecca
and Ted’s friendship is strengthened, an example of Gibbons’ discussion of “meaningful
attachments with others.''29
While metamodernism makes efforts to emphasize hope, it is important to remember that
it does not ignore cynicism. Cynicism—while less prevalent here than within postmodern texts—
continues to play a role in Ted Lasso. The audience may expect that despite the challenges Ted
and the Greyhounds will face, positivity and kindness will triumph in the end through “the Ted
Lasso way.” But notwithstanding their optimistic outlook, the characters struggle. In season one,
Ted’s marriage is strained and ends in a divorce; he begins to experience panic attacks. The
Richmond Greyhounds finish the season with a brutal loss, causing the team to be relegated to a
lower league. Rebecca is still in a bitter feud with her ex-husband. The choice to allow characters
to experience pain and loss, despite their commitment to “the Ted Lasso way,” demonstrates how
the series continues to acknowledge a type of skepticism that is consistent with a metamodern
approach. Audiences are invited to consider hope and doubt simultaneously, seeing both the
benefits of Ted’s (and the show’s) positive perspective and its necessary limitations. This

28 Ted

Lasso. season 1, episode 9, “All Apologies,” directed by MJ Delaney, aired September 25, 2020, on Apple
TV+, (Apple TV, 2020).
29 Gibbons, “Contemporary Autofiction,” 117-130.
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oscillation between the two viewpoints showcases the complex and rich outlook that using
metamodernism to examine media can give scholars and audiences.

MASCULINITY AND METAMODERNISM IN TED LASSO
Recognizing Ted Lasso as a metamodern text provides us with a means of understanding the
show’s themes and its popularity among audiences, as well as a method of exploring how the
series engages with more specific issues, including gender. Specifically, Ted Lasso’s nuanced
depiction of masculinity, which simultaneously acknowledges traditional notions of manhood
and advocates for a newer, more progressive understanding of gender, is consistent with the type
of “oscillation” that characterizes metamodern texts. This complex representation of
“metamodern” masculinity is particularly noteworthy, especially when understood within the
context of more traditional representations of gender on television.

Trends in Masculinity on the Small Screen
When gender has been examined in media, in television specifically, it has mostly utilized
feminist criticism to examine representations of women on the screen. Robert Hanke argues that
the examination of male characters and masculinity in the context of media criticism is a
relatively recent development.30 In one such examination, Lee and Connell discuss what they
term the “hegemonic masculine,” representative of a type of traditional masculinity that
“legitimate[s] and reproduce[s] social relationships that generate dominance” among the
genders.31 In order to maintain their dominance, these “hegemonic male” characters exhibit
30 Robert Hanke, “Redesigning Men: Hegemonic Masculinity in Transition,” in Men, Masculinity and the Media,

ed. Steve Craig, 185-197, (Thousand Oaks: SAGE Publications, Inc, 1992).
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/byu/reader.action?docID=997226
31 Hanke, “Redesigning Men,” 13.
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aggression. Vulnerability and other characteristics traditionally defined as “feminine” are
understood as a threat to the power these men hold. This interpretation has become the standard
of what we see when masculinity is represented on television.
Building upon Lee and Connells’ writings about the hegemonic male, Hanke defines another
type of masculinity that can be found in media. Within stories that represent hegemonic
masculinity, there are at times male characters who break this mold, who have been described by
Hanke as “conservative males.” These characters are often represented as being more in-tune
with their emotions, working together in a partnership with their wives, and focusing on the
emotional well-being of their family.32 This version of the male character is created to bridge the
gap between the hegemonic male figure and so-called “subordinate” groups, including women,
children, and people of color.
Among the chief characteristics of the “conservative male” is his representation within a
domestic setting. In contrast to the hegemonic male, the “conservative male’s” relationship with
women, particularly his wife, is not defined by domination; rather, “conservative male”
characters are represented as working in partnership with their wives to raise “traditional
families.” Hanke describes this conservative male and female partnership:
The relations between the genders are made sense of not in terms of male domination and
female subordination, but in terms of the organization of affect-feelings of solidarity and
jealousy among friends and married and unmarried couples-and relations of compatibility
and the incompatibility with other members of the professional, managerial class.33
These male characters are both represented as working alongside their female partners in the
home and interacting socially with other men and women in professional settings.

32 Hanke, “Redesigning Men,” 13.
33

Ibid.
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Writing about the historical depictions of male friendships on the silver screen, Lynn C.
Spangler notes that during times of war (she specifically looks at M*A*S*H in the 1970s) there
was an intimacy and closeness among male characters that has since been abandoned. As a
result, men are typically depicted as having friendships strictly limited to their professional
interactions. Spangler states that television shows geared towards male audiences “reinforce a
capitalist patriarchy by making men constantly prove their worth through work,” thus resulting
with male characters mostly interacting with other men in the workplace or speaking about work
in their interactions.34 Spangler’s research finds that male friendships on television typically
focus on shared interests or activities (such as work), or their problems with female characters on
the show. So, rather than discussing their emotions, their interactions are focused on more
superficial concerns, thus robbing them of a deeper emotional intimacy.
In addition to the masculine stereotypes previously discussed, there is another category of
masculinity that proves helpful to understanding representations of gender in television. Amanda
D. Lotz describes what she calls “new men”35 as male characters who are not threatened by
female characters and are positioned in proximity to feminist characters (though they themselves
are not typically considered feminist). Additionally, they might have aspects that are understood
as traditionally feminine, such as a nurturing personality, while still being able to navigate maledominated spaces successfully and benefit from male privilege.36 “New men” have the freedom
to operate in both spaces of the masculine and the feminine without fear. In recent years, these

34 Lynn C. Spangler, “Buddies and Pals: A History of Male Friendships on Prime-Time Television,” in Men,
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35 Amanda D. Lotz, Cable Guys: Television and Masculinities in the 21st Century, (New York: NYU Press, 2014),
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“new men”—which contrast both the hegemonic and conservative representations of masculinity—
have become more prevalent across film and television. Ted Lasso provides an interesting example
of a series that plays with these existing representations and presents a new version of masculinity
to its viewers.

Ted Lasso and Metamodern Masculinity
Ted Lasso draws upon existing masculine archetypes while still pushing the
representation of masculinity forward in unique ways. Much as metamodernism includes an
oscillation between the cynical and the sincere, between contrasting tones and genres, Ted Lasso
also oscillates between differing categories of masculinity.
When first introduced to the audience, Ted is flying to his new coaching job in England
and is immediately characterized as a typical, comedic masculine character in his attitude,
appearance, and background. He sports a well-groomed mustache and a heavy midwestern
accent, a clue to viewers about his optimistic attitude (a characteristic that is often associated
with the midwestern region). Before being hired as an English soccer coach, he was an American
football coach, defining him not only as a male who values sports, but as one who was
entrenched in perhaps the most American sport there is. In writing about the portrayal of men in
sports media, scholars Donald Sabo and Sue Curry Jansen stress the high value that is placed
upon athletes, especially within American society. They write, “they are our modern gladiators:
the last heroes left in American culture.”37 As a coach, Ted is the leader of these heroes, who
exemplify traditional definitions of American masculinity.
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In addition to his depiction as a mustachioed Midwesterner and professional athletic
coach, Ted is also identified as a father, which is consistent with Hanke’s description of the
“conservative male” archetype—who is typically positioned within the domestic setting of the
home, works with his wife, and takes value in raising their children. Throughout the series, he is
frequently shown checking in with his son, sending him gifts, video chatting with him, and
ensuring that they maintain a close relationship despite the physical distance between them.
When examining masculinity on television, Lotz explains that these on screen “family men” go
to “great lengths to be involved with and to secure their children’s needs.”38 At first glance, Ted
seems to correlate with both the hegemonic and conservative masculine types, but as the series
progresses, it becomes clear that he also challenges and subverts these representations as much
as he supports them.
In contrast to traits of the hegemonic male, Ted finds value in the people around him,
never seeing himself as above anyone else. He works with his staff and players in one-on-one
settings, establishing relationships with them by seeking out and connecting with each person
individually. He is unyielding in his desire to build relationships with everyone, and is even more
determined, it seems, regarding those characters who initially resist him, such as Roy, Jamie, and
even Rebecca. For example, in the beginning of season one, Rebecca is shown frequently
keeping Ted at arm’s length, resisting his efforts to establish a close working relationship. In
Season 1, Episode 2, Ted introduces the idea of “Biscuits with the Boss,”39 where Ted brings
Rebecca cookies each morning and they have a few brief moments to get to know each other
better. Rebecca tries to shut down the idea, saying she is busy, but Ted responds by saying “We

38 Lotz, Cable Guys.

39 Ted Lasso. season 1, episode 2, “Biscuits,” directed by Zach Braff, aired August 14, 2020, on Apple TV+, (Apple

TV, 2020).
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can’t really be, you know, good partners unless we get to know each other.”40 Throughout the
rest of the first season, he continues bringing Rebecca biscuits in the morning, and in doing so,
Ted manages to establish a meaningful relationship with his reluctant boss.
On a larger scale, Ted also creates moments in which his players can be vulnerable with
each other and build trust. In Season 1 Episode 6, the team believes they have been cursed. To
break the curse, Ted invites everyone to bring something that means a lot to them and offer it
up.. In this moment—when the team is gathered around a pyre into which they are tossing these
treasured objects—the players show vulnerability and share stories related to the objects they
have brought. After everyone has taken a turn, Rebecca remarks “That is a team united,”41
demonstrating the strength of relationships that are founded on vulnerability. Ted famously states
that, “If you care about someone, and you got a little love in your heart, there ain’t nothing you
can’t get through together.”42 This mindset is one he brings to all his players and coworkers,
expressing his love for them as he fosters an environment of communication and of emotional
validation. In her examination of male friendship in television, scholar Lynn Spangler notes,
“one male friend was usually more self-disclosing than the other, possibly symbolizing difficulty
with the rigid boundaries of the male role.”43 In Ted Lasso, Ted fulfills the role of the more
disclosing man, while the more traditionally masculine supporting characters are encouraged to
learn to express themselves emotionally.

40 Ted Lasso, “Biscuits.”
41 Ted
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TV+, (Apple TV, 2020).
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Figure 3: Comedy and Compassion Meme

While many coaches focus solely on winning, Ted Lasso is more interested in improving
the lives of his players. For example, when he is being interviewed by a local newspaper about
what he is doing as a coach to help his team succeed, he answers by simply defining success:
For me success is not about the wins and losses. It’s about helping these young fellas be
the best versions of themselves, on and off the field. And it ain’t always easy, but neither
is growing up without someone believing in you.45
Ted’s primary focus is on building character, not beating other teams or proving that they are
better than anyone. One example of this is in Season 1 Episode 2, when Ted teaches Sam about
being like a goldfish. He says to the young player, “You know what the happiest animal on earth

44 Bright Wall/Dark Room (@BWDR). Twitter. January 29, 2021. 1:51AM.
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is? It’s a goldfish. You know why? ...It has a ten second memory. Be a goldfish Sam.”46 Until
that point, Ted sees that Sam is becoming discouraged by his shortcomings and mistakes made
on the field. Though this advice helps Sam as an athlete, it also benefits him off the field. The
ability to let go of mistakes and choose happiness positively impacts Sam’s character. After a
heartbreaking loss in Season 1 Episode 10, Ted calls upon Sam to remind the team of the
happiest animal. Giving a slight smile, Sam shares the metaphor of the goldfish, and teaching
that happiness can be found in letting go of past hardships rather than being weighed down by
loss.
While Ted is always looking for ways to help others improve themselves, he is
nonetheless reluctant to look inward and address his own demons. Ted’s ongoing efforts to help
those around him while struggling to face his own mental health issues are consistent with the
type of oscillation that characterizes metamodernism. In this regard, Ted’s character swings
between more typical hegemonic representations of masculinity and this new masculinity. For
example, when the team’s new therapist, Dr. Sharon Fieldstone, arrives to provide support for
the team, Ted initially resists visiting with her. Eventually, Ted reluctantly attends sessions with
Sharon but is openly antagonistic (which is uncharacteristic of Ted, considering his open and
amiable personality outside of these interactions). After multiple failed sessions, Ted experiences
a major panic attack, and only then, earnestly seeks her assistance. It is significant that the
therapist is a woman who not only challenges Ted but who also eventually helps him to open up
about both the trauma of his past and the hardships he is currently facing. Repeatedly in the
show, when Ted is at his lowest, he is shown turning to or receiving comfort from women
despite the sheer number of male characters in the show. This lays the groundwork of what is to

46 Ted Lasso, “Biscuits.”
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come when he finally opens up to Dr. Sharon later in the series. It is in an admission to her that
the audience finally learns that Ted’s father died by suicide when Ted was sixteen, the
monumental effect that had on him, and how it helped shape his philosophy. Ted reveals, “and I
knew right then and there that I was never going to let anyone get by me without understanding
they might be hurting inside. Life, it's hard.”47 Though resistant at first, Ted eventually
overcomes his hesitations, and the characteristics of the hegemonic masculine, allowing himself
to get the help needed to overcome his mental health concerns.
Ted’s relationship with his therapist is one example of the progressive ways in which he
interacts with female characters. In most television shows that depict hegemonic masculinity,
female characters are treated as subordinate. In Ted Lasso, however, the female characters are
given equal attention and treated as peers by their male counterparts. Besides his relationship
with Dr. Fieldstone, Ted is (as previously stated) also close to Rebecca and to the Greyhounds
publicist, Keeley Jones. Ted turns to them for advice and support, and they equally seek him out,
displaying friendships that are mutually beneficial.
Breaking from the hegemonic thought that women are subordinate to men, Ted clearly
values the female characters and traditionally “feminine” traits. For example, Ted attempts to
help the egotistical footballer, Jamie Tartt, resolve his issues with senior footballer-turned-coach,
Roy Kent:
Ted: You all need to get together and woman-up.
Jamie: I think you mean man-up, mate.
Ted: No, y’all have been manning up for a while now. Look where that’s got you.48
47 Ted
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Until this point, Jamie has been using the tools of hegemonic masculinity when attempting to
resolve conflict between him and Roy. When the conflict between the two men erupts into anger
and resentment, Ted’s suggestion that Jamie try a more “feminine” approach demonstrates that a
traditionally “masculine” approach is not always the solution to resolving conflict, even among
men.
Despite Ted’s suggestion to Jamie that he abandon anger and aggression to resolve
conflict with Roy, Ted at times exhibits these same traits, which are commonly associated with
hegemonic masculinity. Not only does Ted get angry with Dr. Fieldstone in his initial sessions
with her, but when the team is experiencing a slump, Ted assumes the alter ego of “Led Tasso”
as a last resort. This aggressive persona shouts at and berates the players to motivate them, which
is quite the contrast to Ted’s usual encouraging, softer approach. Ted’s display of aggressive
masculinity functions simultaneously to motivate the players and give them a common enemy.
This aggression, which falls in line with the typical hegemonic masculine, is something Ted uses
as a tool for the improvement and unification of the team. This strategic use of anger suggests
that, without becoming a toxic personality trait, aggression has a place within masculinity. With
the persona of “Led Tasso,” Ted can make use of these attributes without letting them become
part of his character. In moments like these, Ted once again exhibits metamodern masculinity,
finding a balance between hegemonic and new masculinities.
As Ted models metamodern masculinity, he impacts the men around him, especially
those whom he is coaching. The characters Jamie Tartt, Roy Kent, and Nate Shelley (each
representing some toxic trait of hegemonic masculinity) are positively influenced by Ted’s
example. For example, footballer Jamie Tartt is a hot-shot star player who knows how talented
he is and struggles with being part of a team. In fact, his self-absorption reaches the point of
22

toxicity, preventing the team from growing—and even hindering their performance. At the end
of Season 1, Jamie leaves the team for a while. When Jamie rejoins the Greyhounds in Season 2,
he returns more open and humble. Ted helps him right the wrongs he has done, which involve
apologizing to his teammates as well as approaching the game with a less self-interested, more
collaborative attitude. With Ted’s help, Jamie becomes an athlete who is able to embrace his
exceptional talent while also being a humble member of a team.
This change in character is also evident in Jamie’s interactions with women. The selfcenteredness Jamie shows at the beginning of the series is evident in how he disrespects his
girlfriend, Keeley. His self-centered and manipulative behaviors cost him his relationship with
Keeley. Only after he returns from his leave does Jamie begin to show Keeley respect and take
accountability for his actions. In Season 2 Episode 10, Jamie shares with Keeley that he finally
feels like he is becoming the type of man that Keeley always thought he could be, crediting her
as someone who has always supported and believed in him. This ability to look outside one’s
own interests, to consider and appreciate the contributions of others, opposes what Hanke wrote
about the hegemonic male’s focus on individual success.49 So, while Jamie still exhibits some
characteristics that might be associated with hegemonic masculinity, his efforts to develop
humility and demonstrate consideration for others position him as an example of metamodern
masculinity.
Another player on the Greyhounds, Roy Kent, is the human embodiment of aggression.
His gruff demeanor, scowl, and anger are signifying traits of the older footballer, who can
frequently be seen cursing out players and responding to situations in a hostile manner. Robert
Hanke describes the hegemonic male as exhibiting power through aggression and even violence.

49 Hanke, “Redesigning Men,” 13.
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These characters can both withstand and inflict abuse, and they value traits such as strength,
competition, leadership, and success.50 These characteristics are consistent with Roy’s character
at the start of the series.
Not unlike Jamie, Roy initially resists Ted’s influence, instead directing his anger at Ted
and those around him. However, as the first season progresses, Ted coaches Roy to release his
anger in healthier ways, embrace some of the limitations that he is experiencing, and attempt to
resolve conflict in non-violent ways. As a result, Roy is successful as the team captain of the
Greyhounds, and both exhibits the traits of a positive leader and motivates his fellow players.
This change does not indicate that Roy is no longer aggressive. Instead, he works to
channel that anger so that it does not negatively affect his relationships. Near the end of the first
season, Roy is shown to be less aggressive on the field, and it is seen as a loss. Nate Shelley
encourages Roy to use his anger on the field in productive ways.
The Great Roy Kent. You’re old now, and slow, your focus drifts. But your speed and
your smarts were never what made you who you are. It’s your anger. That’s your
superpower. It’s what made you one of the best midfielders in the history of this league…
You used to run like you were angry at the grass.51
Roy continues to use his anger in healthy ways in season two, first when he coaches his
niece's soccer team, and again when he returns to the Greyhounds, this time as a coach.
Roy’s character arc is completed at the end of season two when—to the surprise of the entire
team—he comforts his former foe, Jamie. Jamie’s father harasses Jamie in front of the team and
causes a fight. But instead of shunning Jamie, refusing to acknowledge the situation, or adding to
the harsh treatment of the player, Roy embraces him. Roy’s act of compassion, instead of
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aggression, represents the positive shift experienced by the character—Roy can channel his
anger to help motivate the team while also showing vulnerability and empathy to others, even
those with whom he has experienced past conflict.
While Ted has a positive influence on characters like Jamie and Roy, his efforts to help
those around him take a dark turn in the case of Nate Shelley. When the audience is first
introduced to Nate, he is a kit boy for the Greyhounds, lacking in confidence and bullied by
some of the footballers. Unlike previous coaches, Ted pays attention to Nate and values his
thoughts, demonstrating this by implementing strategies that Nate has for the team. As a result,
Nate’s confidence grows, and he eventually becomes one of the assistant coaches. As he
becomes more assertive and less submissive, Nate’s appetite for power increases, and his
tenderness and humility are lost. Nate, who has become both a beloved member of the team and
a favorite character on the show, exhibits resentment, jealousy, and cruelty. He becomes a foil
for Ted, turning to vanity and hostility as an outlet, and often taking his anger out on people
lower than him, including the new kit boy. Interestingly, while Ted seeks to help Nate improve
himself, Nate’s newfound empowerment leads to him developing the very toxic traits associated
with hegemonic masculinity.
Through the examples of these three characters, we see the rewards that come to those
who look outside themselves and channel their emotions in healthy ways as well as (with Nate)
the negative outcomes that come from being self-centered and resentful. Audiences can see how
Roy and Jamie grow and are given more chances for success and love as they express their
emotions. These efforts to improve themselves allow them to have deeper relationships with
those around them. In contrast, Nate develops into a more hegemonic masculine character,
becomes more isolated and self-absorbed, and withdraws from the other coaches and teammates.
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The connections created between these male characters are a significant indicator of their
growth. When Ted joins the team, he initiates what is dubbed “The Diamond Dogs”—a “group
of people who care,”52—consisting of himself as well as some of the other coaches and players.
They are first introduced in Season 1 Episode 8, and their sole purpose is to support each other
with the various challenges they are facing, including relationship problems. When Nate joins
the group, he remarks, “I must say that this is lovely. Ever since I was little, I always used to
dream about sitting down with a bunch of mates, talking about the complex dynamics between
men and women.”53 The men (who include Ted, Nate, Coach Beard, and the team’s Director of
Communications, Leslie Higgins) work to help each other as well as other members of the club.
In her research about male friendships, Lotz calls groups such as this the “homosocial enclave,”
which is a safe space male characters use to explore and build friendships.54 Such groups, she
writes, do “not consistently nurture patriarchal masculinities;” instead, they are spaces for
vulnerability and intimacy among men.55 Contrasting the male friendships previously discussed
by Spangler, which rely on shared interests or activities such as work, the “Diamond Dogs”
relate to more than just the challenges facing the Greyhounds. They practice vulnerability and
provide each other with meaningful support.

52 Ted Lasso, “The Diamond Dogs.”
53 Ibid.

54 Lotz, Cable Guys.
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Figure 4: Diamond Dogs Meme

Sharing vulnerabilities, however, is not something that is reserved just for the “Diamond
Dogs.” Ted works to create an environment within the club that can similarly foster this open,
emotional environment. At the end of season one, for example, the team faces a heartbreaking
loss with discouraging consequences—relegation to a lesser league. As the men gather in the
locker-room, Ted gives the following speech.
This is a sad moment right here. For all of us. And there ain’t nothing I can say, standing
in front of you right now, that can take that away. But please do me this favor, will you?
Lift your heads up and look around this locker room. Yeah? Look at everybody else in
here. And I want you to be grateful that you’re going through this sad moment with all
these other folks. Because I promise you, there is something worse out there than being
sad, and that is being alone and being sad. Ain’t nobody in this room alone. Let’s be sad
now. Let’s be sad together. And then we can be a gosh-darn goldfish. Onward.
Forward.57
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From the individual to the community, Ted encourages men to embrace their emotions while
also creating spaces in which vulnerability is safe and accepted. His philosophy makes sure that
no one must be isolated, and if they are, it is only by their own doing, such as in the case with
Nate.
A discussion of gender representation in Ted Lasso would not be complete without
examining the significant roles the female characters play in the show. While the series
encourages this metamodern view of masculinity, it also emphasizes the strengths of the women
who are a part of the club. Characters like Rebecca and Keeley are not sidelined or used merely
as plot devices; they are fully realized characters, each with their own individual and unique
interests. Keeley, for example, is shown progressing in her career, independent of any connection
to a male character in the show. She starts off as a model and eventually becomes the
Greyhounds’ public relations consultant. By the end of Season 2, investors work with her to open
her own public relations firm, and she is featured in Vanity Fair's business edition, which
highlights her rise as a powerful woman in the industry. The women of the show are capable,
talented, and intelligent—equal to the men. Ted frequently goes to both Rebecca and Keeley for
their help and opinions, recognizing their strengths and valuing their contributions to the
Greyhounds. That Rebecca is a woman does not take away from her authority as club owner. Ted
always refers to her as “boss,” never seeking to undermine her or go behind her back with his
decisions. Additionally, the friendship shared by Rebecca and Keeley is represented as genuine
and supportive, rather than competitive or antagonistic.
As it has grown in popularity and critical acclaim, Ted Lasso has sparked a vital and
timely conversation about masculinity with its audiences. It encourages a new approach to
understanding and representing masculinity in media, one that corresponds with a metamodern
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perspective that emphasizes genuine connection to others and hope for the future. Ted works to
change himself and others in the face of a cynical Greyhound fanbase and amidst difficult
circumstances. It would be more than easy, even justified, for Ted to be cynical; to resent the
move to a new country, to meet London’s culture with skepticism, to look only to win or to get
that paycheck, to undermine Rebecca’s authority, etc. But Ted remains optimistic, inviting the
type of hope that metamodernism emphasizes while still acknowledging the presence of
cynicism and difficulty. During an interview within the show, Ted makes the following remark,
which perfectly expresses the nature of his character and this belief he holds.
So I’ve been hearing this phrase y’all got over here that I ain’t too crazy about. ‘It’s the
hope that kills you.’ Y’all know that? I disagree, you know. I think it’s the lack of hope
that comes and gets you. See, I believe in hope. I believe in belief.58
Not only does Ted represent a type of new masculinity, which balances the hegemonic and new
masculinities addressed earlier, but in his efforts to improve himself, he (and the series) invites
others (both characters on the show and audiences) to reconsider both how we have understood
gender and how we engage with the challenges in our everyday lives. Journalist James
Poniewozik wrote “watching ‘Ted Lasso’ you believe that Ted Lasso is decent, and so do the
supporting characters (even the ones who don’t like him), and so does ‘Ted Lasso.’”59 A show
like Ted Lasso, that is aware of its positive message and has a protagonist that is out doing good
in such a way that even his enemies can’t help but notice, is something that should be noted and
perhaps admired. While the full impact of Ted Lasso on contemporary media culture remains to
be seen, with Ted as a model of metamodern masculinity, there is the possibility that we will

58 Ted Lasso, “The Hope That Kills You.”
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continue to see other male characters on screen who embody similar complexity and represent
the hope for a form of masculinity that continues to progress.

NICE MEDIA FOR THE WIN
With media like Ted Lasso soaring in popularity, there are many who feel hopeful for
how characters and themes of gender will be represented in future media. Ted Lasso is fulfilling
a need that audiences have—one that returns to sincerity and facilitates real, vulnerable
connections. But what comes next? After the media has been consumed and the warm feelings
have been felt, what should audiences and scholars do? What does a metamodern text like Ted
Lasso, with themes of hope and optimism, and a different approach to masculinity, mean for the
future of media?
With a show like Ted Lasso in mind, the next logical step is to continue the trend, digging
deeper into this refreshing and positive wave that is touching the viewers who engage with it. At
the 2022 Emmy Awards, Ted Lasso and Abbott Elementary, two shows that have been praised
for their positivity and kindness, made a clean sweep of the awards given in the comedic
categories. “Nicecore'' has become the term used to describe media that values kindness and
hope at their centers and is the driving force for its characters. This category includes media such
as Queer Eye, The Good Place, and The Great British Bake Off. Jacob Trussell describes this
emerging sub-genre, writing, “Nicecore feeds our craving for light and fluffy, while still keeping
its awareness that the world is, well, a dumpster fire.”60 The genre’s characters are optimistic or
embody benevolent attitudes despite facing incredible challenges and existing within an
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otherwise cynical world. Ted stands as the embodiment of “nicecore” as he seeks to find the
good in others, chooses curiosity over judgment, and approaches challenges with cheer.
While Ted Lasso encourages positive change in the world, without further examination of
the audience’s attitudes and behaviors, it is impossible to tell if it is having a tangible effect in
the real world or merely fulfilling a need among those watching the series. But whether
audiences change their understanding of gender after seeing these representations of masculinity
on the screen, the popularity of characters like Ted (as well as Jamie, Roy, and others) indicates
the growing interest in male characters who represent complex masculinity, adding to a growing
group of men in media. As audience members take a greater interest in nuanced representations
of masculinity in media, new possibilities arise for study among scholars interested in gender
representation. Metamodernism can be used in these efforts to make sense of and evaluate these
shifts in gender representation in media culture. Maureen Ryan discusses the lasting effects of
Ted Lasso.
It’s a sprightly, well-constructed, enjoyable comedy about sports, sure, but it’s also about
men who—like the many good men I have known (even in Hollywood!)—take responsibility
for the example they set, for their emotions and for the actions they take. Ted Lasso will
remain deeply valuable into next year and beyond, because it is also about a bunch of very
different people who display fulfilling, conscientious confidence and leadership—not the
bullying, toxic, arrogant, violent, condescending domination that has, in this country, too
often masqueraded as “leadership” and “confidence.” In evolving and supporting each other
through those changes, these characters form friendships and communities that are truly
meaningful.61
Although the series’ impact on the representations of men in media, and our society’s
understanding of masculinity may be difficult to account for without further study, Ted Lasso is
certainly tapping into a hope both for this new male representation and hope for a better, kinder
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world, a viewpoint that is shared by audiences around the world. Watching the show encourages
viewers to be “curious not judgmental,”62 and to put good into a world that so desperately needs
it. Whether fan or scholar, it is hard to ignore the message of Ted Lasso and not feel hopeful.
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Figure 5: Team Touching "Believe" Sign

62 Ted Lasso, “The Diamond Dogs.”

Apple TV+, 2021, Entertainment Tonight, https://www.etonline.com/ted-lasso-star-kola-bokinni-on-isaacs-finalemoment-and-whats-to-come-in-season-3-exclusive-173458
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